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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are the project manager of the NHQ Project. Management has
set a conformance to the project schedule for your project at
0.95. What does this term mean?
A. It means you will need to earn at least 95 cents per dollar
invested in the project.
B. It means the largest schedule variance you can have is five
percent.
C. It is the earned value divided by the planned value for your
project.
D. It is the expectation of management to be 95 on schedule at
95 percent of the project.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Conformance to schedule is a required adherence for the
project's schedule. In this instance, the project manager must
not allow the schedule to slip more than five percent.
Incorrect Answers:
B: This is the description of the schedule performance index.
C: This is not a valid statement about the project performance.
D: This is the description of the cost performance index.

NEW QUESTION: 2
The development team at your company builds a bot by using C#
and .NET.
You need to deploy the bot to Azure.
Which tool should you use?
A. the Git CLI
B. the Azure CLI
C. the AzCopy toll
D. the .NET Core CLI
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
The deployment process documented here uses one of the ARM
templates to provision required resources for the bot in Azure
by using the Azure CLI.
Note: When you create a bot using the Visual Studio template,
Yeoman template, or Cookiecutter template the source code
generated includes a deploymentTemplates folder that contains
ARM templates.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/bot-service/bot-builderdeploy-az-cli

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following statements about address translation is
true?
A. Address translation simplifies the network debugging
B. Address translation serves to assign transparent address
outside the network
C. Address translation provides the internal host with certain
"privacy" protection
D. Address translation solves the problems with the shortage of
Internet addresses in an effective way
E. Address translation will have no impacts on the encryption
and fast forwarding of IP packets
Answer: B,C,D
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